The generalized triphasic correspondence principle for simultaneous determination of the mechanical properties and proteoglycan content of articular cartilage by indentation.
The triphasic mixture theory has been used to describe the mechanical and physicochemical behaviors of articular cartilage under some specialized loading conditions. However, the mathematical complexities of this theory have limited its applications for theoretical analyses of experimental studies and models for predicting cartilage and other biological tissues' deformational behaviors. A generalized correspondence principle has been established in the present study, and this principle shows that the equilibrium deformational behavior of a charged-hydrated material under loading is identical to that of an elastic medium without charge. A set of explicit formulas has been derived to correlate the mechanical properties of an equivalent material with the intrinsic elastic moduli, fixed charge density and free-ion concentration within the cartilage tissue. The validity of these formulas is independent of the deformation state of the elastic solid matrix under an infinitesimal strain. Therefore they can be employed for any loading conditions, such as confined or unconfined compression, tension, and indentation tests, etc. In the current study, the fixed charge density of bovine cartilage is determined from the indentation creep data using this generalized correspondence principle. The proteoglycan content results were then compared with those from biochemical assay, yielding a linear regression slope of 1.034. Additionally a correspondence principle within a framework of cubic symmetry and a bilinear response in tension-compression (the conewise linear elasticity model) has also been developed to demonstrate the potential application of current methodology for inhomogeneous, anisotropic and nonlinear situations.